Clinical considerations in the design of protocols for somatic gene therapy.
Despite two decades of investigating the potential for somatic gene therapy in curing human disease, few clinical trials are being proposed. This delay is due in part to limitations of existing methods for gene transfer and to the recognized need to proceed judiciously into this controversial arena. Delay is also caused by a disjunction between the traditional precedents and principles of clinical investigation and the procedures instituted to regulate somatic gene therapy. The premise of this report is twofold: first, that more extensive clinical investigation of gene transfer technologies would be beneficial to patients, medicine, and basic science and second, that clinical investigations could be expedited by appealing to the established experience in clinical investigation without compromising the scientific excellence and discipline essential for this highly public process. This report develops a clinical perspective on potential applications of existing gene transfer technologies and the issues involved in developing experimental protocols. The initiation of clinical trials should be a primary goal of gene therapy research programs.